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Reach More Students Through Virtual
Learning With EdOptions Academy

EdOptions Academy
K–12 student-centered virtual learning
To meet the needs of all learners, providing virtual learning options is a necessity. EdOptions
Academy is a fully accredited Kindergarten through career online school that pairs Edmentum’s
award-winning Courseware and Calvert Learning curricula with certified teachers, expert
program management, and holistic student and instructional support services to help educators
meet the needs of more learners.
Retain enrollment with a virtual
school that meets learners’
individual interests, schedules,
and goals

Offer alternative pathways to
graduation for students who have
struggled to thrive in the traditional
classroom

Address staffing shortages
with accredited core and elective
courses led by certified teachers

Maximize school resources by
partnering with Edmentum to
provide fully virtual courses and
instructional support services

In 2019, students enrolled in EdOptions Academy courses maintained
a 92% course passing rate. This success starts with strong
relationships—95% of students say their EdOptions Academy virtual
teacher cares about their success.

In addition to partnering with schools to provide virtual school options, EdOptions Academy also
offers instructional support services to help your teachers become experts in virtual teaching and
learning. Edmentum’s mentoring program provides teachers the support and training they need to
teach successfully in a virtual setting. The program includes access to Edmentum’s digital curricula,
a professional learning community, small-group cohorts, and ongoing mentoring with master virtual
teachers. To help your teachers scale up to support more learners, EdOptions Academy also offers
grading assistance—subject-matter experts with instructional experience provide meaningful
instructional feedback and grading to virtual students.
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The support we
have received from
Edmentum has been
fantastic. Our staff has
benefited from highly
effective, thorough
training. We would
certainly recommend
Edmentum International
to other schools.
— Phil Yates
Assistant Headteacher
Al Rabeeh School, Abu Dhabi
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About Edmentum
A world-class partner you can trust
Edmentum is founded in innovation and committed to being a trusted partner to create successful
student outcomes everywhere learning occurs. We can give you the resources – and the expertise –
to leverage the power of effective learning solutions.
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US, UK &
International
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Learning Models
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Coverage

Growth

Assessment

We know that not every student learns in the
same way and at the same pace. Edmentum
puts individual student growth first - giving
students the tools to take control of their own
academic journey while providing educators
insight to facilitate targeted support.

Our products come with rigorous
assessment options, including diagnostic
assessments, online tests, high-stakes test
preparation, and more. The testing options
can help you pinpoint exactly where
students are at in their learning.

Research

Curriculum

All of the product developments we make
are fuelled by your opinions, feedback,
and research. Our research papers and case
studies will help you gain a deeper insight
into our success in supporting schools
around the world.

Edmentum programs are aligned to
globally recognized standards. Our products
encompass and address a vast array of
courses and subjects (over 600) and are
fully aligned to curriculum standards.
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Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentuminternational.com | +44 (0)1572 492576
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